Reversed Nanoscale Kirkendall Effect in Au–InAs Hybrid Nanoparticles
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ABSTRACT: Metal–semiconductor hybrid nanoparticles (NPs) offer interesting synergistic properties, leading to unique behaviors that have already been exploited in photocatalysis, electrical, and optoelectronic applications. A fundamental aspect in the synthesis of metal–semiconductor hybrid NPs is the possible diffusion of the metal species through the semiconductor lattice. The importance of understanding and controlling the co-diffusion of different constituents is demonstrated in the synthesis of various hollow-structured NPs via the Kirkendall effect. Here, we used a postsynthesis room-temperature reaction between AuCl₃ and InAs nanocrystals (NCs) to form metal–semiconductor core–shell hybrid NPs through the “reversed Kirkendall effect”. In the presented system, the diffusion rate of the inward diffusing species (Au) is faster than that of the outward diffusing species (InAs), which results in the formation of a crystalline metallic Au core surrounded by an amorphous, oxidized InAs shell containing nanoscale voids. We used time-resolved X-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS) spectroscopy to monitor the diffusion process and found that both the size of the Au core and the extent of the disorder of the InAs shell depend strongly on the Au-to-NC ratio. We have determined, based on multielement fit analysis, that Au diffuses into the NC via the kick-out mechanism, substituting for In host atoms; this compromises the structural stability of the lattice and triggers the formation of In–O bonds. These bonds were used as markers to follow the diffusion process and indicate the extent of degradation of the NC lattice. Time-resolved X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to measure the changes in the crystal structures of InAs and the nanoscale Au phases. By combining the results of XAFS, XRD, and electron microscopy, we correlated the changes in the local structure around Au, As, and In atoms and the changes in the overall InAs crystal structure. This correlative analysis revealed a co-dependence of different structural consequences when introducing Au into the InAs NCs. Therefore, this study of diffusion effects in nanocrystals has relevance to powerful concepts in solid-state nanochemistry related to processes of cation exchange, doping reactions, and diffusion mechanisms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs), also known as quantum dots (QDs), have attracted significant attention due to their unique size-dependent optoelectronic properties.¹,² Synthetic routes already offer high control over the size, composition, and shape of colloidal nanocrystals, leading to the demonstration of various geometries³–⁷ and heterostructures⁸–¹⁰ through wet-chemistry methods. Nowadays, there is a growing interest in the synthesis of hybrid nanoparticles (NPs), which combine disparate materials into a single system and often yield interesting synergistic properties.¹¹–¹⁵ Hybrid metal–semiconductor NPs were first presented by the growth of metal islands onto ZnO nanostructures¹⁶ or TiO₂.¹⁷–¹⁹ However, these reports had limited control over the size and location of the metal component. High control over the growth of the metal domain was first presented by achieving anisotropic-selective growth of gold tips on CdSe²⁰,²¹ and CdS²² nanorods to obtain a well-defined system with specific regions for the metal and semiconductor phases, a technique that was later expanded to other systems²³–²⁷ and different synthetic routes, such as synthesizing the semiconductor component in the presence of the preformed metal structure²⁸,²⁹ and through cation exchange reactions.³⁰ The emerging synergistic properties of such metal–semiconductor NPs were studied, showing enhanced light absorption, altered photoluminescence,³¹ exciton–plasmon interactions,³²,³³ and
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superior photoinduced charge separation, which has led to their use in photocatalysis, electrical, and optoelectronic applications. Therefore, rational design of hybrid nanostructures is an important task, requiring fundamental understanding of the underlying nanoscale reaction and diffusion mechanisms.

A fundamental effect that may accompany the formation of a hybrid metal–semiconductor interface is the possibility of diffusion of metals into the semiconductor lattice. One extensively studied process of diffusion of two materials across the nanoparticle surface is known as the nanoscale Kirkendall effect. There, atomic species A with a lower diffusion rate enters the nanocrystal slower than the B species that diffuses outward from the nanocrystal. As a result, voids are formed in B, providing an interesting avenue for making hollow nanocrystals. Many examples of such mechanism were reported for the synthesis of hollow NPs including CoS and CoO, ZnS, PbS, AlN, and other metal oxides. The opposite case, in which the outward species diffuses faster than the inner material, has been much less studied and was reported only for Pb and O, where the inward flow of oxygen ions is faster than the outward flow of Pb species, resulting in a solid PbO structure rather than a hollow one. This "reversed nanoscale Kirkendall effect", if generalized to two solid materials, presents an intriguing new phenomenon and, possibly, a new way to synthesize unique nanoscale core–shell structures.

For both of the above effects, an essential question pertains to the mechanism by which the diffusion of metals through the semiconductor nanocrystal lattice occurs. In general, diffusion of impurities can occur on the surface, through a hopping mechanism or by an atomic exchange process, or they can diffuse into the lattice via substitutional or interstitial mechanisms. However, diffusion in bulk semiconductors usually involves both interstitial and substitutional processes, and the two most prominent mechanisms are the Frank–Turnbull and kick-out mechanisms. The former occurs when an impurity diffuses interstitially through the lattice until an exchange event occurs and the impurity substitutes for a vacancy. In the latter, the impurity, which resides on an interstitial site, exchanges a lattice host atom by a kick-out action that results in the host atom occupying an interstitial site. This is an extensively studied topic in bulk semiconductors due to its significance in doped materials. However, there have been few studies that reported the diffusion of impurities in nanostructured materials. Mokari et al. reported on the solid-state diffusion of gold in InAs NCs at room-temperature, which resulted in a Au–InAs core–shell NPs.

In that work, presynthesized InAs NCs were reacted with gold(III) chloride in the presence of a reducing agent (dodecylamine) to yield islands of metallic gold on the surface of the NCs. Interestingly, imaging the Au–InAs hybrids after a period of 24 h, during which the sample was kept as a dry solid on the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid, revealed that the metal islands diffused from the surface of the NC to form a metal core surrounded by an amorphous InAs shell. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis indicated that the Au phase is compatible with bulk Au, the InAs crystal structure disappeared, and a weak signal of In2O3 was detected. A similar observation was made by Franchini et al. for PbTe NCs, where reacting presynthesized PbTe NCs with AuCl3 in solution, at moderate temperatures (60–90 °C), also resulted in a core–shell structure where the gold is located in the center of an amorphous PbTe nanoparticle. The formation of such structures was explained by the fast diffusion of Au(0) species inward, balanced by Pb2+ and Te2− diffusion outward. Spatially resolved energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis determined that the core consists of Au only, whereas the shell is a mixture of Pb, Te, and Au. However, both studies lack the ability to identify the mechanism through which Au diffuses in the semiconductor lattice.

Recently, we employed advanced X-ray absorption spectroscopy techniques to study the local structure of Ag and Cu doped InAs NCs, employing a similar synthetic route as presented above. Interestingly, we found that reacting InAs NCs with a wide range of Cu concentrations, at room temperature, results in a purely interstitial doping scheme, up to a very high level of Cu incorporation, without evidence of the formation of a metal structure. For Ag doped InAs, however, we identified two regions that depended on the ratio between the number of Ag species in the reaction vessel and the number of InAs NCs. Ag was found to initially behave as a substitutional dopant, and, only above a threshold concentration, metal structures were formed on the InAs NC surface, yielding hybrid Ag–InAs nanoparticles. In neither case did we observe the phenomena of metal agglomeration within the NC lattice, nor did we observe any changes in the local structure surrounding the impurity atoms, even after extended periods of time.

In this work, we present a study of the structural evolution of InAs NCs during the addition and solid-state diffusion of Au atoms. We employed time-resolved (TR) X-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS) spectroscopy in conjunction with scanning transmission electron microscopy/electron energy loss spectroscopy (STEM/EELS) and TR XRD to investigate the real-time Au diffusion process in 5 nm InAs NCs. Analysis of this system by XAFS is much more challenging compared to that of other doped systems because of the proximity of the As K-edge (11 867 eV) and Au L3-edge (11 919 eV). In the case of extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) signals that originate from the two nearby absorption edges, both the lower and higher energy element EXAFS signals overlap at the higher energy edge region. This presents a particular challenge to the analysis of this system where As, the lower energy edge element, is part of the host structure and Au, the higher energy element, is the impurity. Hence, for structural analysis of both the impurity and the host, it is necessary to separate their contributions in EXAFS. Here, this was achieved through the use of EXAFS data analysis methods developed by us earlier for this particular purpose. We studied the effect of the Au concentration, in terms of the Au-to-NC ratio in the reaction solution, on the diffusion rate and the resulting structure of the Au phase, as well as the structural degradation of the InAs lattice. We found that there is a strong driving force for Au diffusion through the NC lattice, resulting in a core metallic structure inside the NC. This occurs even at low Au/NC ratios, where no evidence of metallic structures on the NC surface are observed. We monitored the structural evolution from the viewpoint of both host (In, As) atoms by analyzing their K-edge XAFS data and impurity (Au) atoms by analyzing their L−2 and L−edge XAFS data. From the host side, the rate of the structural degradation strongly depends on the Au/NC ratio, whereas the Au signal shows much slower changes. The degradation of the NC lattice is accompanied by the formation...
of In–O bonds, which acts as a marker for investigating the process of Au incorporation and diffusion through the lattice.

As a whole, a multimodal investigation of this complex system reveals features of a reversed nanoscale Kirkendall effect in which the flux of Au through the InAs NC lattice is faster than the reverse flux of In. The process is enabled by a kick-out type mechanism, in which Au substitutes for In and as InAs structure. The final hybrid structure contains a nanocrystalline face-centered cubic Au core, surrounded by an InAs shell that is disordered and porous. Increasing the Au/InAs NC ratio leads to both large Au cores and more substantial disorder in the InAs shell that surrounds that core. This eventually becomes a large amorphous shell at high Au/InAs NC ratios. The reversed nanoscale Kirkendall effect observed and studied in Au–InAs system may also provide an additional route to the synthesis of nanocrystal core and amorphous/disordered shell structures of other pairs of materials, thus enriching the library of colloidal nanoscale building blocks.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Synthesis. Colloidal InAs NCs were synthesized following a well-established wet-chemical synthesis.17 Precursor solutions containing (TMS)₃In (tris(trimethylsilyl) arsonic) and InCl₃ (indium(III) chloride) were prepared in a nitrogen glovebox and kept under inert conditions throughout the reaction. A solution of distilled trioctylphosphine (TOP) was evacuated for 30 min and heated at 300 °C. The nucleation solution (2:1 In/As) was rapidly injected, and the solution temperature was decreased to 260 °C. The growth solution (1:2.1 In/As) was gradually introduced to the solution, allowing particle growth until the desired size was reached. Narrow size distributions were further achieved through size-selective precipitation performed in a glovebox by adding methanol to the NC dispersion and filtering the solution through a 0.2 μm polyamide membrane filter. Hybrid InAs–Au nanoparticles were obtained via a room-temperature solution-phase reaction reported previously.66,70 Briefly, a gold(III) chloride solution was prepared by dissolving 10 mg (0.033 mmol) of the metal salt (AuCl₃), 75 mg (0.16 mmol) of didodecylmethylammonium bromide (DDAB), and 180 mg (0.95 mmol) of dodecylamine (DDA) in 10 mL of anhydrous toluene. Calculated amounts (v/v) of the impurity solution were added to a suspension of InAs NCs, according to the desired Au/NC ratio, while stirring. Au ranged from 8 × 10⁻⁷ to 8 × 10⁻⁶ mol for a solution of 1.6 × 10⁻³ mol of 5 nm (in diameter) InAs NCs. These values are below as the Au/NC ratio in solution, ranging from 500 to 5000, respectively.

The reaction was performed under inert conditions in a glovebox and terminated after 5 min by adding methanol and isolating the Au–InAs NCs through precipitation.

2.2. Electron Microscopy. Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) images were captured using a Hitachi HD2700C operated at 200 kV at the Center for Functional Nanomaterials in Brookhaven National Laboratory. The spatial resolution for imaging was about 1.0 Å. The probe current was in the 50–100 pA range. The STEM images were taken using a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector. The frequency distribution of Au core diameters in the sample with a Au-to-NC ratio of 1000 was measured over 135 InAs NCs. Elemental line scans with a step size of 1.4 Å were made with a high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) detector (Gatan Enfina-ER). We extracted the Au and As EELS signals from the EELS spectrum using a power-law background model and an integration window in advance of the Au N- and As M-edges.

2.3. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy Experiment. TR In K-edge, As K-edge, Au L₁-edge, and Au L₃-edge XAFS measurements were taken from Au–InAs samples with 1000 and 2000 Au/NC ratios. These samples were dissolved in toluene, sealed in a custom-made liquid cell, and measured at beamline 5BM-D of the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The In and As K-edge data of InAs control samples were collected at APS beamline SMB-D as well. The TR In K-edge data of solid Au–InAs samples with 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 5000 Au/NC ratios were collected at SRRL beamline BL2-2. These samples were spread on Kapton tape and mounted in a sample chamber. The samples were prepared under inert conditions in a glovebox. All samples were sealed in the glovebox prior to their transfer to the beamline, where they were kept under inert conditions during the measurement. The experiments were performed in transmission mode. From 3 to 6 scans were taken for each edge to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

2.4. XAFS Data Analysis. XAFS data processing and analysis were done using Athena and Artemis software within the FEFFIT package. For the In K-edge data, we used a linear combination analysis method (vide infra) for XANES data and theoretical fitting for EXAFS data. To fit the In K-edge EXAFS data, we accounted for two contributions, In–As and In–O, which represent a bond between In and a low-Z element, as discussed in greater detail below.

A recent strategy for deconvoluting the overlapping absorption edges51 was applied to the As K- and L₂-edge data. Specifically, the As–In contribution to the Au L₂-edge EXAFS from the lower energy As K-edge was taken into account. The scaling factor used to normalize the Au L₁-edge EXAFS was defined as

\[ \frac{\Delta E_{\text{In,As}}}{\Delta E_{\text{Au,As}}} \]

and \[ \frac{\Delta E_{\text{Au,As}}}{\Delta E_{\text{In,As}}} \] represent the jumps in the absorption coefficients at corresponding absorption thresholds \( E_0 \). The edge step \( (\Delta E) \) is defined as the vertical difference between the pre-edge and post-edge lines at the edge energy \( E_0 \) (Supporting Information Figure S1). The correction to the photoelectron energy origin for the As K-edge EXAFS, which is 2 eV lower in energy than the nominal value of the Au L₂-edge, is no longer a single adjustable parameter, as in conventional EXAFS analysis. It is now defined with respect to the Au L₂-edge energy as \[ \Delta E_{\text{As,In}} = (2 + \Delta E_{\text{As,In}}) \], for the Au L₁-edge EXAFS data, we use the same parameters for the In K-edge and Au L₁-edge simultaneously for the Au–InAs (1000 Au/NC) sample by constraining the parameters of In–As pairs (bond lengths and their disorders) to be the same, as measured from each edge. The paths included in the fitting were the Au–As, Au–Au, and As–In pairs for the Au L₁-edge and the In–O and In–As pairs for the In K-edge.

For the Au L₁-edge analysis, theoretical FEFF6 fits were performed simultaneously for all time-dependent EXAFS data with the same Au concentration. The value of the amplitude reduction factor, \( S_0 \), was obtained from the fitting of Au foil to 0.993 ± 0.051 and fixed to 0.993 in the fits. The photoelectron paths connecting the Au–As and Au–Au nearest-neighboring pairs were included to the theoretical EXAFS signal with the same energy shift (\( \Delta E_0 \)) and individually varied coordination number (N) and bonding distance correction (\( \Delta R \)) and its means square disorder, or Debye–Waller factor \( \sigma^2 \).

The results obtained for the Au L₁-edge and Au L₂-edge were found to be in qualitative agreement with each other, as explained in greater detail below. This agreement validates our data analysis procedure for the Au L₁-edge analysis that overlaps with the As K-edge.

2.5. X-ray Diffraction. XRD data were collected at the XPD beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source II, Brookhaven National Laboratory, using a monochromatic beam with an incident energy of 42 keV (corresponding to a wavelength of 0.2952 Å). Diffraction data were collected in transmission mode with an amorphous silicon-based flat panel 2D detector (PerkinElmer) mounted orthogonal to and centered on the beam path and were reduced to 1D profiles using the Fit2D software. The sample-to-detector distances and tilts of the detector relative to the beam were refined using a LaB₆ powder standard. Noticeable artifacts in the images such as the beam stop or dead pixels were masked. Due to the small particle size and low concentration of particles in the samples, the diffraction peaks are very broad and are too weak to perform any quantitative analysis using existing structure refinement methods. However, a qualitative comparison of the diffraction peaks from InAs and Au provides clear indication of interdiffusion of the two-phase components, as discussed in greater detail below. The ratio between
the InAs (220) and Au (111) reflection intensities was estimated based on the maximum height of the peaks. Before estimating the height, each pattern was background-corrected and normalized with baseline-scattered intensity.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Synthesis of Au−InAs Hybrid Nanoparticles.

Colloidal InAs NCs were synthesized using a well-established synthesis process, followed by size-selective precipitation to obtain narrow size distributions. The presynthesized InAs NCs were reacted with Au by mixing a suspension of InAs NCs in toluene with a gold(III) chloride solution containing the metal salt (AuCl₃), DDAB to stabilize the metal salt in the organic solution, and DDA, which acts as a reducing agent. Different Au concentrations were used in the reaction.

As seen in Figure 1, approximately 1 h after the reaction of the 500 Au/NC ratio, no metallic features were observed on the NC surface. Increasing the ratio to 1000 Au/NC reveals higher contrast regions on the NC surface, indicating the formation of small Au clusters. After 36 h, both samples reveal the formation of a higher contrast core material (Au) surrounded by a lower contrast shell material (InAs). The size of the Au core is larger for higher Au-to-NC ratios, as seen both in the TEM images (Figure 1) and HAADF STEM images (Figure 2). Formation of the Au core is confirmed by quantitative STEM/EELS analysis (Figure 2d–f). STEM images of the pure InAs NCs reveal clear lattice fringes (Figure 2a), whereas in the hybrid Au−InAs NPs, lattice fringes were observed in the Au core (Figure 2c, inset), but no fringes were observed in the InAs shell. This is a clear indication of disordering of the InAs structure due to Au incorporation in InAs.

3.2. XAFS Data and Analysis.

To monitor structural changes in both the host (InAs) and the Au phases, XAFS data were measured at different aging times and at different Au/NC ratios. TR XAFS was measured at the In K-edge to monitor the changes in the average electronic and local structure of In atoms in the Au−InAs system during the solid-state diffusion.
The In K-edge TR XANES data measured for different Au/NC ratios are plotted in Figure 3a–e. The intensity of the In K-edge main peak, corresponding to the 1s–5p electronic transition, increases with the introduction of Au into the system (for any given time) and also changes over time (for any given dopant concentration), indicating a change in the electronic properties of In atoms.

We note the existence of isosbestic points in the X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra for all Au/NC ratios, which is an indication of the presence of only two distinctly different states of In, mixed in different fractions, that can change with time and with the Au/NC ratio. The first state corresponds to the starting InAs NC structure and the second, as we explain in greater detail below, to the disordered In–O structure.

As a control, we measured the as-synthesized InAs NC samples exposed to ambient atmospheric conditions (for a period of 3 days) or upon exposing the NCs to the ligand
solution without the metal salt (Figure 3f). These control changes exhibited almost no changes compared to the Au-doped InAs NCs of the same sizes showing a series of structural and electronic evolutions with time and Au concentrations.

The Fourier transform magnitudes of the $k$-weighted In K-edge TR EXAFS signals are shown in Figure 4a–e. The representative In K-edge $k^2$-weighted $\chi(k)$ data are shown in Figure S3a,b. The main peak for pure InAs NCs at around 2.2 Å is due to the As atoms that surround each In atom in the lattice. For Au–InAs NPs samples, the intensity of this peak decreases with time, whereas a low-R peak appears and grows in intensity over time, in qualitative agreement with the trend shown in Figure 3a–e for the In K-edge XANES data. In the quantitative data analysis, various binding species were considered as a possible origin of this new emerging peak, including In–Au, In–N, and In–O. In–Au bonding was found to be improbable due to the short bond length, and the fitting failed when this bonding was included. While we cannot distinguish between In–N (originating, possibly, from the ligand) and In–O, it is unlikely that the contributions from In–N bonds would change as much over time in the solid state, whereas an evolution of an In–O peak is more reasonable if we consider the presence of an oxygen moiety near the sample. However, it is noteworthy that the resulting oxide phase does not appear in the control samples (Figure 4f), in agreement with the stability of their XANES spectra (Figure 3f). Hence, the evolution of the observed low-Z peak is directly connected to the reaction of the Au atoms with the InAs NCs. In what follows, we will use the formation of the In–O peak as a marker of the decomposition of the InAs lattice in response to the diffusion of Au atoms. As a summary of the In K-edge XANES and EXAFS data, we conclude, qualitatively, that the amount of disorder in the InAs NC structure correlates with the Au/NC ratio, namely, the greater the latter, the larger is the former.
The TR XAFS data for Au−InAs NPs with 1000 and 2000 Au/NC ratios, measured at the As K- and Au L3-edge, are shown in Figure 5 and at the Au L2-edge in Figure 6 (more TR XAFS data at the Au L2-edge are shown in Figure S4). The representative Au L2,3-edge χ²-weighted χ(k) data are shown in Figure S3c,d. In the Au L3-edge XANES data (Figure 1a,b), the metallic Au feature is observed for all spectra with reduced oscillations compared to the bulk, as expected for nanosized gold.75 The As K-edge EXAFS is included in the extracted Au L3-edge EXAFS due to the proximity of their absorption energies, as discussed in the Experimental Section (Figure S2). As seen in Figure S5c,d, the very strong contributions from As−In bonding can be identified at ~2 Å along with the Au−As and/or Au−Au contributions at longer distances. Therefore, the contribution from As K-edge EXAFS, namely, As−Au−In first nearest-neighbor contribution, was considered in the fitting of the Au L3-edge EXAFS, in addition to the Au−As and Au−Au contributions. This is in contrast to the Au L2-edge data (Figure 6) that contain only Au−Au and Au−As contributions. Although the two sets of data measured from the Au L3 and L2 edges contain similar information, both of them are important for successful analysis of low and high Au/NC ratios. Indeed, for low Au compositions, the As−In contribution dominates the Au L1-edge spectra (Figure 5c). That is an excellent edge, therefore, to measure As−In pairs, but it is not good for the Au−As and Au−Au contributions that are weak and difficult to analyze. For the same compositions, Au L2-edge data can be used to recover the two latter contributions. For large Au/NC ratios, both Au L1 and Au L2-edge data can be used interchangeably. We used both of them to compare their results for the EXAFS analysis of the Au−As and Au−Au contributions, as obtained for either edge at high Au/NC ratio. It is important to perform this comparison in order to validate our procedure of the deconvolution of the EXAFS spectra of the As K-edge and Au L-edge. If the procedure is correct, then both sets of results (for the Au L2 and Au L1-edge) should be similar, within uncertainties.

The positions of the absorption edge and main features in the Au L3-edge XANES regime of Au−InAs NPs (Figure 6a) are very similar to those of bulk Au but with smaller oscillation amplitudes, which are typical for nanoscale gold particles, i.e., the same observation as the one just made for the Au L1-edge (Figure 5a). The overall similarity with the bulk indicates that the Au atoms are already in an environment similar to that of the metal state in the system at early stages after the reaction (Figure S4) due to rapid nucleation of Au on the NC surface. The same conclusion can be made from Figure 5. R-space spectra of Au L2-edge EXAFS (Figure 6b) show two different contributions. The double peak above 2 Å corresponds to the Au−Au contribution, whereas the lower-R peak (below 2 Å) corresponds to Au−As contribution. From the time-dependent data, shown in Figures 5 and S4, we learn that Au nucleates relatively fast for both 1000 and 2000 Au/NC ratios because the metallic features set in already ca. 1 h after the reaction.

Despite the fact that EXAFS analysis of the nearest-neighbors environment of As atoms can be analyzed only from the Au L1-edge, the As K-edge XANES region is efficiently well separated from the Au L1-edge for its separate examination. Figures S5 demonstrates that the intensity of the main peak of the As K-edge XANES region increases with time due to the diffusion of Au into the NC lattice for both 1000 and 2000 Au per NC ratios, demonstrating that the electronic properties of As atoms change similarly to those of In atoms. Specifically, both As and In edge shape changes are consistent with the transfer of electron density away from both atoms, as possible, e.g., when As−O and In−O bonds are formed. Such a common trend is expected because, as demonstrated from the In edge data, Au diffusion leads to the breaking of In−As bonds. Hence, both In and As edge data will be affected. In validation of the role of Au in the In−As bond breaking, Figure S6 shows no visible changes in As K-edge XANES and EXAFS behaviors in the pure InAs NC sample exposed to air for 3 days or upon exposing the NCs to the ligand solution without the metal salt. Figures 3f and 4f conveyed the same information, as seen from the In K-edge.

Results of analysis of the TR EXAFS data of Au−InAs NPs collected at the Au L2-edge provide quantitative information on the behavior of the Au species. It is confirmed, from the analysis of EXAFS at the Au L2-edge of 1000 and 2000 Au/NC samples, that the Au region forms very rapidly, within ca. 1 h from the reaction (Figure S7). Only the Au−Au and Au−As contributions were used in fitting the data (Figures S7 and S8 and Tables S1 and S2). The Fourier transform parameters used in fitting are shown in Table S4. As shown in Table S1 and S2, the coordination number (CN) of Au−Au pairs obtained from the fitting is about 6.5 ± 1.4 for the 1000 Au/NC ratio and 8.4 ± 0.8 for 2000 Au/NC ratio at 2 h after synthesis and remains relatively stable, with only a small increase to about 7.1 ± 0.8 for the 1000 Au/NC ratio and 8.8 ± 0.9 for the 2000 Au/NC ratio, after about 20 h. The Au−Au interatomic distance (Tables S1 and S2) was found to be 2.81 Å, which is shorter than the value of bulk gold (2.88 Å). This finding is consistent with the finite size effect that is known to cause shorter Au−Au bond lengths in nanosized structures compared to their bulk counterparts.76–78

EXAFS analysis demonstrated that Au exists in two forms in the InAs QD. In one form, it is mixed in the InAs lattice, forming Au−As pairs, and in the other, it forms Au metallic phase. Thus, the effective coordination number, νAuAs, which describes the Au−Au pairs with respect to the metal phase only, can be defined as

\[ \nu_{\text{AuAs}} = \frac{N_{\text{AuAs}} - \nu_{\text{Au Au}}}{4} \]

where \( N_{\text{AuAs}} \) and \( N_{\text{Au Au}} \) are the apparent coordination numbers from the EXAFS fitting for Au−Au and Au−As, respectively. Assuming a model in which Au atoms substitutes for In atoms in the InAs phase, for each Au atom there should be four As atoms at the nearest-neighboring positions. Thus, \( \frac{N_{\text{AuAs}}}{4} \) contains the fraction of all Au atoms in this substitutional location, and \( 1 - \frac{N_{\text{AuAs}}}{4} \) is the fraction of Au atoms in the Au core. As shown in Tables S1 and S2, the Au−Au coordination number is relatively stable at about 6.7 for the 1000 Au/NC ratio from 2 to 12 h after synthesis, and it increases above 8 after 22 h. For comparing the size of the Au core inferred by EXAFS analysis with that imaged by STEM, the effective coordination number is a better quantity than the apparent coordination number (N), in analogy with other heterogeneous systems of this nature.79,80 Using eq 1, we calculated the effective average Au−Au coordination numbers for Au−InAs NPs (1000 and 2000 Au/NC) based on the Au L2-edge fitting results for which the largest values were 8.5 and 9.5, respectively. For the purpose of estimating the Au core size from the effective coordination numbers, we adopt regular cuboctahedral cluster models. The
model clusters that correspond to those coordination numbers contain 147 (the CN is 8.98) and 309 (the CN is 9.63) Au atoms, respectively, and are ca. 1.7 and 2.2 nm in size.\(^{81}\) The so-obtained size of the Au core for the 1000 Au/NC sample is in good agreement with the 1.5 nm value measured by STEM imaging (Figures 2 and S2) and is consistent with the EELS line profile shown in Figure 2. In addition, it is also consistent with the reduction of the Au–Au distance compared to the bulk Au foil (vide supra).

While the agreement between different probes (EXAFS and STEM) is very good, STEM images not only provide proof that the Au atoms nucleate but also show directly that the stability of the NC scaffold is compromised upon the diffusion of Au at high Au/NC ratios. Whereas the InAs shell remains whole and the overall NP size does not seem to change for the 1000 Au/NC sample (Figure 2b), the 4000 Au/NC sample exhibits regions where the InAs shell breaks off the Au core (Figure 2c). Au diffusion at high concentrations thus has a destructive effect on the NC lattice. A different view of the effects of Au diffusion on the structure of the InAs host is available through the coordination numbers of the In–As and In–O bonds obtained from EXAFS analysis (Figure 7 and Table S3; the Fourier transform parameters used in the fitting are shown in Table S5). The coordination numbers of In–As pairs decrease with time and Au concentration, whereas those of In–O pairs increase with time and Au/NC ratio, indicating the gradual breaking of In–As bonds and forming of In–O bonds during Au diffusion. Figure 7 also indicates that the nucleation of Au occurs relatively fast during and after synthesis and that the further growth of Au is relatively slow. Accordingly, the coordination number of Au–As is nearly unchanged during the measurements (Tables S1 and S2).

We note that the Au–As distances (Tables S1 and S2) are similar to the In–As ones; hence, the model of Au incorporation into the InAs lattice is substitutional, not the interstitial, which would have been characterized by extremely short Au–As distances as formation of Au–Au nearest neighbors. The interstitial model, possessing such properties, was previously reported by us for Cu doped InAs NCs.\(^{68}\) Hence, the kick-out, not the Frank–Turnbull, mechanism is likely at play.

To identify the origin of the O species in the InAs NCs, we performed a series of control experiments. We measured the XANES and EXAFS of (i) as-synthesized InAs NCs, (ii) InAs NCs that were exposed to atmospheric conditions for 72 h, and (iii) InAs NCs that were reacted with the same precursor solution without the metal salt (i.e., containing similar concentrations of DDA and DDAB). Results shown in Figures 3, 4, and S4 show little or no changes among these three samples. We thus conclude that the diffusion of Au into InAs NCs triggers the formation of In–O bonds. Considering that only In–O bonds are identified, we conjecture that the mechanism of diffusion involves the kicking out of In atoms by Au. Correspondingly, as the Au continues to diffuse to the center of the NC through the kick-out mechanism, the InAs NC structure becomes amorphous.

3.3. XRD Data and Analysis. In addition to STEM data that provide statistical information about the effects of Au diffusion on different InAs NCs and XAFS data that characterize the local structure of Au, In, and As atoms, we analyzed XRD data that provide long-range information on both the Au and InAs phases and their relative changes with time and Au concentration. Thus, a combination of the three measurements will help to better understand the co-dependence of the different changes induced in InAs NCs upon Au diffusion.

TR XRD measurements of Au–InAs NPs were performed on the representative 1000 Au/NC sample. In Figure 8a, the diffraction peaks corresponding to InAs and Au are identified. Both sets of diffraction peaks broaden and shift to higher 2θ values compared to the corresponding bulk values, which is typical for nanoparticles due to their smaller lattice parameter and is consistent with the EXAFS fitting result of the reduced Au–Au distance (Figure S7 and Tables S1 and S2). Noticeably, the diffraction peaks of In\(_2\)O\(_3\) are absent, which is in line with the lack of long-range order in In–O interactions, although In–O bonding was observed from EXAFS. Relative changes of Au and InAs crystalline volumes were studied for the 1000 Au/NC sample by using the relative changes in the InAs/Au peak intensities as a function of time. This ratio was found to monotonically decrease with time, implying that the long-range order of InAs is reduced relative to the increase in Au ordering. Hence, the combination of EXAFS and XRD results demonstrates that the structural changes of InAs NCs occur at both short- and long-range scales. In addition, the kinetics of growth of the Au phase (Figure 8a, inset), extracted from data in Figure S9, shows a two-step behavior, in qualitative agreement with the data obtained from XAFS.

3.4. Unifying Discussion. Following the above presentation of the data obtained by complementary STEM, XAFS, and
regions, independently analyzed by EXAFS and XANES, are in excellent agreement with each other.

As shown by XAFS, STEM, and XRD, as the Au/InAs ratio increases, the Au core size increases and the extent of disorder in the InAs phase increases. Formation of such a crystalline metal core and disordered semiconductor shell is intriguing. Often, when two materials react and diffuse in nanocrystals, the nanoscale Kirkendall effect has been reported,[52] leading to the formation of voids and, ultimately, to hollow nanoparticles. The conditions for the Kirkendall effect are that the inward diffusing material diffuses slower than the outward diffusing material, but what happens when the material diffusing inward has a faster diffusion rate than the one diffusing outward? In this case, the inward diffusing material can form a crystalline core. The outward diffusing materials, on the other hand, due to the difference in the diffusion rate, will end up in the shell and may, in principle, also contain voids. However, these voids can merge with the outer surface or be manifested as a porous shell. These details should depend on the dimensions of the nanoparticle, the metal/NC ratio, and/or the difference in the diffusion rates.

The system presented herein is a case study for this reversed nanoscale Kirkendall effect. All of our observations can be explained in this framework. The Au core/InAs shell structure was formed as a result of this mechanism. Considering that Au diffuses inward faster than In and As diffuse outward, a crystalline Au core is formed without hollow regions. On the other hand, the InAs shell is porous and disordered (Figure 2c).

### CONCLUSIONS

A study of the diffusion of Au atoms through the lattice of InAs NCs was carried out. XAFS measurements revealed that Au substitutes for In via a kick-out mechanism while moving toward the center of the NC to form a metallic Au core. Both XAFS and XRD measurements indicate that both the size of the metallic core and the extent of the disorder in the shell strongly depend on the initial Au/NC ratio. While XAFS analysis reveals the formation of In--O bonds, XRD measurements do not reflect the formation of an In$_2$O$_3$ phase. Control experiments performed by exposing the InAs NCs to either the ambient atmosphere or the same ligand composition revealed no formation of In--O bonds, and no changes to the InAs structure, directly linking the observed changes and the diffusion of Au. The final Au--InAs core--shell is composed of a crystalline Au core and a disordered porous shell, as directly observed by STEM.

The larger diffusion coefficient for Au

---

**Figure 8.** XRD patterns of (a) Au--InAs NPs with a 1000 Au/NC ratio collected at 2 and 20 h after synthesis (the inset shows the peak ratio between the InAs (220) and Au (111) peaks) and (b) Au--InAs NPs with different Au/NC ratios, taken 2 days after synthesis.

**Figure 9.** (a) Relative amounts of the InAs and In--O phases for Au--InAs NPs with different Au/NC ratios at 55 h after synthesis, obtained from EXAFS analysis for InAs and In--O; (b) schematic of the proposed diffusion process for Au--InAs NPs.
InAs\textsuperscript{83} than for the self-diffusion of InAs\textsuperscript{83} Au can be considered a fast diffuser in InAs; therefore, the formation of the above structure can be rationalized through a reversed Kirkendall effect. This understanding can be used as a new way to synthesize unique nanoscale core–shell structures.
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